
Tour Fee/person 

12,800JPY 
Min2-Max10Persons 

Include：English speaking guide,1 
Lunch, tea time with 
sweet,Entrance fee,Public 
transportation fee,Tax *Based on 
itinerary 

 

City Time Itinerary Meal 

Any place 
within 

Osaka city 

9:00 ■English speaking guide picks you up at your hotel/any spot 
within Osaka *Please pay tour fee on the spot by cash to guide 

B- 
 

■Transfer to Sakai city by public transportation/30-50min 

Sakai ■Visit to “Nintoku-ryo”（Ancient Tumulus of Emperor ) 
from front gate * inside is not permitted to enter by government 

■Enter to “Japanese Garden” 

★Lunch ( Japanese set menu )  L○ 

■Enter to “View tower”- Sakai city 360°Panorama 

■Entrance to "Sakai Risho No Mori“museum 
-guide tour of museum & *Traditional tea room 
-Enjoy tea ceremony with Japanese sweet!(with sitting on 
chair) *II tea room is occupied,”Traditional old house”is arranged as 
alternative  

■Entrance to "Sakai Traditional Crafts Museum " D- 

■Take tram to Tennoji station/30min  

Tennoji 17:00 ■End of the service at Tennoji or Abeno 

■Departure：Except Mon day & No guide service day( contact us )  
■Payment method: on the spot by cash 
■Note:1/This is only for Private tour.   
2/We take public transportation.Please don’t bring suitcase. 

E17-001 

Rikyu Senno 
Great tea master 

Akiko Yosano 
Famous female poet 

Why don’t you visit Sakai NOW !?  

 Sakai is the neighbor city of Osaka(appx 20km) which has historical and cultural 
charm.Well known 2 cultured persons Akiko Yosano(poet) and Rikyu Senno(tea 
master)are from Sakai.The New museum for them has just opened in 2015!  
 The city is now attempting to have some tumulus(Nintoku-ryo etc), listed on the 
World Heritage registry. Thousands of tourist will pay more attention to Sakai if 
they will be registered in 2019. Now is the CHANCE to visit Sakai ! 

OMOSHIRO TRAVEL CO.,LTD 
info@omoshiro.jpn.com   Tel:+81-6-7508-3725   
Address:3-12-2 Hiranohonmachi,Hirano-ku,Osaka,547-0044 Japan 
Lisence:Osaka3-2907   HP: http://www.omoshiro.jpn.com/ 

Until 
22DEC2017 

            ATTENTION! 
①Relax Private tour 
②Lunch & Traditional tea included 
③Feel & Experience traditional city Sakai 
With seeing Japanese garden,tea ceremony so on! 


